Zine Method
Presented by Monica Biagioli on Wednesday 10 May 2017 at Beyond Text research session at University of Vic, Catalunya. Part of the UK “Key Theory & Practice Zone 1” morning session.

1. Artistic elements
   • process-based
   • qualitative analysis using a multi-page technique
   • project stakeholder records impressions and notions of a process before, during and/or after
   • a wide range of symbolic, illustrative and textual means of recording afforded by the method

The Zine Method utilises a multi-page technique from the graphic arts, the zine, as a space where elements of a problem area or a solution can be mapped via the visual plane. Going beyond the single page format, the zine allows for multi-page and multi-dimensional expressions to come into contact with each other; for example, visual notions that have not been connected in the mind of the participant can be juxtaposed via this approach while still retaining their individual integrity in the single page.

This format allows for notations to be made on the single page plane, so that focus can be applied to the singularity of that image, while at the same time allowing for an overview of the project to happen via the cuts and folds built into the construction of the zine. These allow for multiple ways of structuring and ‘reading’ the information and for various juxtapositions to be made depending on proximity of spreads. There is an element of chance built into this design that frees the participant temporarily from making causal relationships between elements, and
allows those relationships to emerge depending on how the structure is presented. It is a method that encourages intentional play, much like a game or a puzzle.

Via the Zine Method, complex sets of elements can be represented in one package (the zine) letting ideas emerge from the active handling of the paper matter; by folding in different ways, by setting up the zine into a three-dimensional structure that refers to a larger concept taking shape in the mind of the participant. It is an emergent framework that expresses as an active process the subjective engagement with complexity and ambiguity in problem solving.

2. Research elements

- designed artefact
- notional
- reflective
- interpretative

The zine format applied at Beyond Text in Vic was developed by Biagioli by adapting an existing zine format (Golden 2010) and its application was co-designed with Allan Owens and Anne Pässilä for the organisational context.

This method was first tested by the research team during the IFKAD 2016 conference (Biagioli, Owens, and Pässilä 2016). Conference participants were invited to take a zine template and create their own zines to record their impressions and interests during the conference. A selection of zines were exhibited during the keynote speech by Clive Holtham (participants self-selected whether to exhibit their zines or not). Those zines were given to the conference organiser as a qualitative record of the conference.

The first zine was self-initiated by Biagioli as a subjective record of her participation in the IFKAD 2015 Conference. She posted the physical zine, entitled “Exit Stage Right”, to conference participants with whom she shared the conference, as well as to the conference organiser. From this activity, she co-designed an application of the zine for the GNOSIS 2020 research sessions in February 2016 with Allan Owens and Anne Pässilä. In this iteration of the method the research team tested the possibilities of the zine to express an overall analysis of a process. The approach for this zine was to analyse all the individual zines submitted by session participants (participants self-selected whether to provide their zine for the study) and create a composite zine to represent key findings from the research session. The researchers concluded that it was problematic to do a meta analysis of the zines as one composite zine, as that placed a bias on the findings (the perspective of the research team), and decided that it was a more useful application of the method to allow participants to use it as a subjective processing space. This zine application was tested at IFKAD 2016 by the research team.

Biagioli further tested the method alongside other qualitative methods in a collaborative research study in October 2016 with service design Masters students (Ali, Grimaldi, and Biagioli 2016) presented at the EAD Design for Next Conference in April 2017. The findings from this session were very exciting, as students responded very strongly to the method, applying it in a variety of ways to express a problem area being investigated, a solution being developed, or simply as a space “to be alone with yourself” and allow for conflict and difficult emotions that result from the problem-solving process to emerge and be acknowledged.

Because of its playful format, the students first engaged with the zine by folding and unfolding it, trying to figure out the possibilities of its construction. The researcher expected students to apply visuals singularly on each page and then allow for all those single expressions to come together in a variety of ad hoc constructions.
Instead, a majority of the students worked out a holistic concept for the zine and used the single pages to represent the various, complex elements within that structure. This took the format into new applications not expected at the onset of the research session. The masters students applied the format in four key ways as an active part of processing their current projects on the course: used as a material prototype/visual aid to visually express how the student frames the problem; used to demonstrate how the student is going about solving the problem; used as an actual early version, rough prototype of the outcome intended for the project; and applied as a private space to record emotion during a process.

The Zine Method proved to be a strong visualising tool—a method of paper prototyping—that allowed the student to model the problem area and/or its solution and use that model as an active element of presenting the idea.

Biagioli conducted a further session with Masters students in Documentary Photography in March 2017, applying the method to record the outcomes of their collaborative group working unit.

The outcomes of all of these zine applications were presented at Beyond Text in May 2017 with visual exemplars of all the zines exhibited during the session and made available to Beyond Text participants. A variety of paper stocks and constructions and applications were presented to demonstrate visually and physically the range of format options and the scope of applications available with the method.

Blank zine templates (first applied at IFKAD 2016) were made available to Beyond Text participants who were invited to apply the method to record their experience of the Vic sessions.
Zine Method Construction

* Cut paper into 21cm x 21cm square
* Fold paper into 15 squares
* Cut within the zine construction as indicated by the dotted lines

Construction developed from existing zine format (Golden 2010) and applied by the research team of Monica Diagioli, Allan Owens, and Anne Pääsiliä during the IFKAD 2016 Conference in Dresden, Germany. June 2016.

source: Zine as qualitative forms of analysis. 2016

3. Content as a phenomenon

• active use of subjective forms of expression and analysis in project construction, analysis, and development
• the visual prototype applied as an integral part of ideation, problem-solving, innovation; not seen simply as a decorative prop
• the integration of mental and physical activities (movement of zine as part of processing; the making and then interpreting the zine by folding and unfolding; analysis activated via the movement of the zine folds as much as by the content inside each “page”)

Findings of applications of zine method in service design projects (Ali, Grimaldi, Biagioli 2017):

A way to progress the project iteratively. This is done by applying the format to map the project ahead; use it as metaphor; brainstorm ideas around one theme on the format; and create a narrative through it that operates as a communication tool.

A way to reflect subjectively on own engagement with the process/project/team working. Each zine can focus on various members of a team to identify their position and contribution to developing project. It can serve as a self-reflection tool; “what is going on with yourself”

As a contained way to address complexity and ambiguity in solving a problem. It can map and record uncertainties within the process and how emotion plays a role in decision-making. It can help find relationships out of random placements and connect elements previously disconnected.
4. Relational elements
• co-researchers: Allan Owens and Anne Pässilä
• critical friends: Silvia Grimaldi and Hena Ali; Beyond Text researchers; participants who provide feedback on method
• format provided as open source
• participant has the ability to choose how to apply the method to their particular circumstance: express the problem to other group members or to oneself; come up with solutions; identify difficulties in the undertaking of the problem area; use as a presentation method in a narrative structure

5. Power relations
• the zine format has a long history of application in the expression of collective voice
• the contribution of this method is to allow participants a level of agency in how, what and when they record individual notions about a process and whether to contribute their personal zines to a collective situation (presentation, analysis of findings from a research process, etc.)

Zine Method applied by MA student in service design for project development (2017).
Chronology of application of zine method

• Biagioli sends a paper-based zine of IFKAD 2015 conference, ‘Exit, Stage Right’, to other conference participants by post. Self-initiated application of zine as a reflection method.

• Owens and Pässilä invite Biagioli to co-design application of method for Gnosis 2020 session in February 2016. Co-designed zine application as a meta analysis of group findings from a session; based on findings in individual zines submitted by session participants.

• Biagioli, Owens, and Pässilä co-design application of zine format developed by Biagioli from existing zine format (Golden 2010). Application of zine as subjective space for reflection and/or analysis by individual conference participants (IFKAD 2016). Individual zines retain their individuality and contribute through the entirety of their form to a collective reflection on the conference. No meta analysis zine produced as originally planned, as the researchers agreed that the individual zines represented holistic forms of qualitative analysis.

• Biagioli tests the zine method (Biagioli, Owens, Pässilä 2016) in a research study later that year with Masters students in service design as part of a larger study of generative methods in service design pedagogy (Ali, Grimaldi, and Biagioli 2017). Findings include the use of the zine to collect and record emotion by the designer; use of the zine to delineate and explain a problem area to solve; use of the zine to visualise solutions and ways forward; use of the zine to present problem/solution within a project team or as part of the team presentation to audience/client.

• Biagioli applies zine method with Masters students in documentary photography as a means of reflection on a group-working project (March 2017).

• Owens applies the zine method as a qualitative method with PhD students and in an audience/participant study for Storyhouse theatre in Chester, UK (throughout 2017).

Exit, Stage Right. Zine produced for IFKAD 2015, Bari, Italy.


Zine IFKAD 2015. Poster folded in three folds as part of Japanese binding in center of the zine.


We met with Isabelle to discuss her research project. Cartesian view is fragmented. Move through different world-views.

I had a great soak-off at the Bay wine tasting, courtesy of Alain, Anne, Jürgen-Pika, Sonnet and Isabelle. The platform happening we performed lasted fifteen minutes while I sat in the main facing the players at the platform nation Anne, Alain, Isabelle, Jürgen-Pika, and Sonnet.


Gnosis 2020: International network on Reflexivity through Art-Based Methods in Rethinking Leadership and Management Across the professions.

**IFKAD 2016 Zines.** Produced by individual participants during session and exhibited during the conference. IFKAD 2016, Dresden, Germany.

IFKAD 2016 Zine. Author unknown.
IFKAD 2016 Zine. Monica Biagioli.
IFKAD 2016 Zine. Co-designed zine: Allan Owens, Anne Pässilä, Monica Biagioli et al.
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